28th Ayrshire (Troon)

Lochearnhead Camp Kit List

Below is a list of kit which your child will need to take, in addition to full uniform for travel to
and from the camp in. Please bear in mind the time of year and pack appropriate warm
clothing.
Although we refer to this as a camp, sleeping accommodation will in fact be indoor in proper cabins.
This camp by tradition is wet and muddy therefore adequate spare clothing & footwear is essential!
(A few plastic bags for wet kit would be a good idea)
(Please note that as many items as possible should be labelled with your child's name)
--Kit bag, Rucksack or Holdall

--Towel

--Sleeping Bag

--Soap, Flannel, Toothbrush and Paste

--Air Pillow or Old Pillow Case
(For added comfort or use as a weapon?)

--Torch

(Extreme caution should be used when opening on return!!) (Apparently for drying one's self after washing, there are showers!!)
(No mat required for this camp)

--Jacket

(Preferably Waterproof - Probably will be needed!)

--Night Attire

(It is apparently not cool to say pyjamas these days!?)

--Trainers and Wellington or Walking Boots

(The only items of kit to return in the same condition!!)
(For those midnight trips to the toilet and if Akela gets lost in the
dark!?)

--Book or Comics

(To be read by Torch light when the lights go out!)

--Hat and Gloves

(Saves Craig treating boys for Hypothermia!)

(Will be able to walk themselves after Camp!)

--Cuddly Toy

--Jumper, T-shirts and Long Trousers
(Leave Bermuda shorts behind!)

--Money

--Spare Socks

(Guaranteed to end up in someone else's Kit Bag!)

(So that the Leaders do not feel so silly taking theirs!)
(Your child will be able to purchase woggles and badges etc from
the centre.)

--Spare Underwear

(Why is there always a pair of pants left which nobody
claims? (Names on labels Please!))

Please remember we do not wish the Cubs to bring sweets or snacks to camp.
* Absolutely no pocket knives, mobile phones or electronic games!

